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Project Description 

The project was designed to develop student’s conceptual understanding of fractions and promote 

positive mathematical identities.  

 

We’ve noticed that with traditional teaching practices, we have not been able to produce long term 

retention of these ideas from Cycle 2 and 3 Elementary. But there has been a glimmer of hope. Using 

the LCEEQs Summer Math Institute, TQE process and with the ongoing work with our school board 

team around rich tasks, we believe we have the right tools to make an impact.  

 

In this project we have developed a rich task unit in both cycles with specific learning goals, rich tasks, 

and hands-on activities (manipulatives) that develop conceptual and procedural understanding of 

fractions. We will use formative assessment tools and reflective practices to discuss and validate the 

hypothesis that these teaching strategies can have an impact on the students. 

 

 



 

To what degree the project was carried out as planned? 

Along with myself (Marian), a team of teachers from grades 4,5 and 6 and our school board’s Math 

consultant we were able to meet most of the goals of the project. We found and developed rich tasks 

which targeted specific learning goals, we used these hands-on activities (manipulatives) to develop 

students conceptual and procedural understanding of fractions. We also carried out some formative 

assessments with pre and post tests to demonstrate an impact on learning. 

 

Day 1: October 6th 2020 -We started out by looking at the existing problem. Our first goal of the day 

was to find and develop rich tasks for Fractions linked to the POL and the second goal was to develop 

pre- and post-assessments to measure 

learning gains. To find rich tasks we 

first spent  time looking at the POL and 

discussing the most important features 

to "bridge the gap" between Cycle 2 

and 3. We did not develop the Pre and 

Post tests this day. But we did start to 

build the bank of potential rich tasks. 



Day 2: October 8th, 2021 

During our second meeting we went over the PDIG minutes of the previous meeting which took place 

before summer break /due to Covid protocols. Due to assignment changes group members changed. 

We looked at several rich tasks that could be used in class and agreed what we will try with the 

students. Rich Task Unit files can be found here 

 

Day 3: October 21, 2021  

We gave the situational problem to the 

children, the 4 palaces of Escheria to 

students in all the grades. The results 

were very positive and the experience 

was productive and also successful in 

implementing the concepts of equivalent 

fractions. We also spoke about different 

teaching strategies we used involving 

manipulative (unifix and pattern blocks) to 

develop ideas of equivalence to continuing trying with the students. Each teacher shared how they 

started their unit on fractions and what tasks they used to develop the big ideas with their students. 



Day 4: November 12  

We looked for more tasks to try out and completed the unit template and had lengthy discussions about 

the different tasks and manipulatives used in our classes, such as pattern blocks, Cuisenaire rods, 

number line and circular fraction shapes. We were seeing the children already having a better 

understanding of equivalent fractions, fraction of a whole and what a whole is. We agreed upon what 

other tasks and assessments we would use to gather more student data. 

 

 

Day 5: November 25 

On the final day of the project went over our findings. We spent time reflecting on the project, marking 

student work and compiling the data we had gathered from several assessments in an attempt to draw 

conclusions. The pre and post-test data showed the children's comprehension of fractions prior to and 

after the unit working on the unit on fractions to measure student learning gains. We also organized the 

tasked we did in a more coherent manner. 

 

 

 

 



Project Goals  

Describe/show to what degree the goals of the approved project were met.  

Original Project Description Response to degree achieved  

G1: Measure student learning gains will be measured using an effect size calculation (Visible Learning) 

from the pre-post assessments for each of the two units of study. In all Grades we collected data with an 

application problem and the Situational Problem. In one Grade 5 class we used the pre and post 

assessment to measure learning gains. 

G2: The same type of learning gains cannot be measured regarding teacher gains. However, throughout 

this experience teachers participating in the project will gain several new skills. We will have gained 

experience selecting and then administering math rich tasks in the classroom and linking the tasks to 

learning objectives. We will gain experience working collaboratively using formative assessment tools to 

look deeper at student thinking to drive future planning and instruction. We will also have acquired 

familiarity developing a small unit plan that aligns Summer Math Institute conceptual understanding 

tasks into the current Quebec teaching framework. Although the unit plan is not as flushed out and 

explicitly linked to big ideas and learning goals as we would have hoped, we were successful in all of the 

other above mentioned teacher gains. This is especially encouraging considering only one teacher was 

part of the Summer Math Institute.  



G3: These experiential gains will be assessed having each team member write a small personal 

reflection at the end of the project related to, selecting, and administering the rich tasks, using the 

formative assessment tools. Teachers’ reflections are in the tables presented below.  

 

We believe this project will have significant impact on the student learning and after sharing these 

experiences with the school it will be shared with the board and provincial networks and have a broader 

impact on teachers in Quebec. Students being challenged by factions and decimals comprehension 

seems to be almost universal. This project is important because if we demonstrate the effective use of 

well-designed unit plans that focus on conceptual understanding with specific learning goals, rich tasks 

and hands-on activities promoted at the Math Summer Institute and share these tools to the community 

at large, we are providing credence to these methods and as well as providing something practical that 

can be used across the province. We did demonstrate an effect size (0.95) in learning and the teachers 

all found the experience to be quite positive. But more evidence is needed in the future using this 

approach. Linking tasks, learning goals to hands-on manipulatives in order to develop conceptual 

understanding is a big accomplishment for the team. 

 

 

 



Project Outcomes -Describe/show the gains that the participating teachers achieved 

Teacher Reflection and Perceived Outcomes 

Goal 1: Teachers using Rich Tasks -  What rich tasks did you use? 

Gr 4 Teacher 

 The Fraction Kit - We created a fraction set representing a whole, ½, ¼, 1/8, 1/16 using  

 What is a Whole? We compared different wholes i.e., circles, squares and rectangles and then compared the 

different ways to show fractions  

 The Same Pizza - We created equivalent fraction related to pizzas of the same size. 

 The Four Palaces of Escheria. 

Gr 5 Teacher 

A more detailed description of the rich tasks used can be found in the unit plan. To summarize we did several tasks 

which focused on these 3 mains ideas.  

 Representing Fractions (What is your whole?) 

 Comparing Fractions (Playing with Pattern Blocks) 

 Equivalent Fractions (Mars Bars and Sally's Hallowe'en Decorations, 4 Palaces) 

Gr 5/6 Teacher Immersion 

A more detailed description of the rich tasks used can be found in the unit plan. To summarize we did several tasks 

which focused on these 3 mains ideas.  

 Fraction of a Set (Linking It) 

 Using Area model for a fraction of a whole number (Pattern Block Cash) 

 Equivalent Fractions 4 Palaces of Escheria 



 

Goal 2: Students using Manipulatives. What hands on manipulates did your students use? 

Gr 4 Teacher 

 Coloured paper for the fraction kit set 

 Pattern blocks  

 Multilink Cubes  

Gr 5 Teacher 

 Pattern Blocks 

 Foam Fractions Circles 

 Triangular graph paper 

Gr 5/6 Teacher Immersion 

 Pattern Blocks 

 Multilink Cubes 

 

 

 

 



 

Goal 3: Developing Conceptual Understanding 

What Concepts do you believe the children understand better now? 

Gr 4 Teacher 

 Representing Fractions (Area, Set models) 

 Comparison of fractions 

 Equivalent Fractions 

Gr 5 Teacher 

 Representing a Fraction in a Variety of Ways 

 Matches a fraction to part of a whole (equivalent parts)  

 Understanding the Whole Changes and Matching the Fraction to that New Whole 

 Identifying Equivalent Fractions 

Gr 5/6 Teacher Immersion 

 Equivalent Fractions 

 Defining the Whole 

 Determining the Fraction of a Whole with Numerators 1 or Greater Than 1 

 



Goal 4: Procedural Fluency. How has a deeper conceptual understanding of fraction concepts affected 

the student's procedural fluency? What procedures are the better with now? 

Gr 4 Teacher 

 
 Yes. I have noticed, the students can transfer the concepts to other areas.  

 It is evident in their applying their knowledge to other problems in the math unit  

 Normally my students struggle with a fraction problem in the workbook involving filling up an irregular shape with 

rhombuses. They did this much more easily this year without help. 

Gr 5 Teacher 

• Yes, here are a few things I have noticed... 

• Students have had opportunities to use their own reasoning strategies to solve problems. 

• They were asked to explain the procedures they’ve used and then back up their choices. 

• Students were to understand and be able to articulate why their results are correct. 

• Students can use manipulatives appropriate to obtain the answers necessary 

• Students can appropriately analysis the whole and identify that the whole changes. 

• Students can then use that data to match the fraction part. 

• Students can identify the procedure to identify an equivalent fraction. 

Gr 5/6 Teacher Immersion 

 Yes, most definitely it has enhanced their procedural proficiency 
 They are better at finding equivalent fractions 
 They are better at identifying the whole 
 They are better at finding "the remaining parts of a fraction" 

 



Goal 5: Students to have positive math identities. Do you feel your students enjoyed math more and 

developed confidence through these rich activities? 

Gr 4 Teacher 

 The children enjoyed using manipulatives. It solidified the conceptional understanding of the concepts so that 

they were able to use this acquired knowledge to other problems. 

 The children also enjoyed working in small group activities. They liked sharing their ideas with their peers. 

Gr 5 Teacher 

• Yes, the students enjoyed working with the mathematical manipulatives.  

• They enjoyed having the physical visualization in front of them to complete a task. 

• Student were able to draw from the concepts learned during the rich tasks and the manipulation of the pattern 

blocks to complete the application problems and situational problems. 

• During the situational problem, I could see that the 80% of my class were confident enough to not use the pattern 

blocks to complete the question, meaning they have jumped from the concrete to abstract thinking. 

• My students really enjoyed the situational problem. 

• Throughout my rich tasks the students worked in groups and wanted to work together for all the fractions work 

we did during class. There was lots of discussion. 

Gr 5/6 Teacher Immersion 

 The students enjoyed the rich activities immensely the activities had an influence on how they see math 

 The activities helped the students to feel successful and capable to do difficult work involving fractions 

 This increased their confidence and allowed even some of the weaker students to be successful on "testers"  

 Students showed much higher degree of engagement throughout the unit of study from anecdotal evidence 

 



  

What Went Well Even Better If 

• Teaching Grade 4 for 17 years, I feel that after 

using this approach this year, the children are 

ahead of the game when it comes to understanding 

fractions.  

• The rate of class participation increased  

• Using manipulatives allowed the children a hands-

on experience to better grasp the concepts of the 

meaning of fractions.  

• We have increased our thinking around pedagogy, 

related to understanding fractions. 

• Through breaking down the concepts of Fractions 

into different tasks the children were able to grasp a 

more concrete understanding of the task. 

 

 Time constraint of when we teach fractions should 

be closer to the date when we naturally are 

teaching the unit. We had to shift our long range 

pacing to experiment and test because of the 

December due date.  

• For next time we would like to have more time 

between meetings 

• Lining up the purpose of the project with the time of 

year. Example division first might be better 

• We documented everything we tried more cleanly 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Student Data 

In the Grade 5 class, the teacher administered a task early on in the unit that assessed student's 

understanding of fractions of a whole number. The pre-assessment data is shown below in blue. The 

post-assessment data is shown in orange.  The class distribution on the task was evenly distributed 

amongst proficient, close to proficient and far from. After teaching the unit, using rich tasks. A different 

problem, that assessed the same concept was administered.  As can be observed. Student conceptual 

understanding shifted as now 14 of the 18 students are proficient, 1 close to proficient and only 2 remain 

far but reachable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The effect size calculation demonstrated a 0.95, which is significant. A 0.4 is equivalent to a normally 

observed effect size. So the teaching strategies worked in this particular case. 
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The two graphs above show some other interesting student data. (Left) we have evidence that from 

Grade 4,5 and 5 immersion that there is natural improvement in student's understanding of fraction of a 

whole as a higher percentage of students are proficient in the more advanced grade. This is expected. 

All grades were given the same task. (Right) we were testing out the situational problem to see its' 

appropriateness for either grade. The task can be found on the shared drive. The data above shows that 

a much larger percentage of students in Grade 5 were proficient with the task. There is still a concern 

with students who are far from proficient, but reachable. This may also be an artifact of the past year of 

in person and virtual learning with disparity amongst students that is commonly seen this 2021 year. 
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Rich Task Unit Unit Organizer and Planning Tool 

 

Please browse the Google Slide which contains 

several tasks for the teachers to select and try.  

 

 

We experimented briefly with the Rich Task Unit 

Organizer. A partially filled out one can be found 

with the above link. 

 

 

  

 Pictures of Student Work    Folder of Resources  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u42mvzlK2cDGyZpe76dxTxsCfpbAOZ9wB481o64sf-g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fojkgBOvfk_GkBnLhUNIIeYqU8Ox_2RE/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105237062340301830621&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fojkgBOvfk_GkBnLhUNIIeYqU8Ox_2RE/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105237062340301830621&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ixZnX3oGvc7nyNFGf41HsnhKfDT5mHVv?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rQcDFqZ8ZZ6Xyd6L-PsJHGZ5KaJxP5FT?usp=sharing


General Conclusions 

 Using a Situational Problem as an end goal lends itself to a greater lesson focus and ultimately 

student understanding of fractions. Furthermore, the situational problem also touched on past 

topics, so it links prior knowledge to new knowledge. For those still struggling to understand 

fractions, the teacher would be able to see where remediation should take place before entering 

grade 5 with the use of this tool. 

 

 Each one of us took upon ourselves to introduce fractions to our classes to form a base line of 

where the class’s comprehension of Fractions lies. We had flexibility in our approaches but agreed 

to give similar assessments to collect evidence of student learning. 

 

 The children were very receptive to this style of learning. They were very engaged in the tasks. 

They were excited to being able to use different manipulatives and working in small group setting. 

 

 The hands-on activities allowed for exploration and an opportunity to learn not only from the 

teacher but from their peers. The activities also allowed the teacher to step back and be more of 

an observer of the learning taking place. 

 

 



Reinvestment 

Clearly describe how the resources created and/or the learning achieved by the participants can 

be of benefit to the educational community at large. If applicable, comment on whether this 

project should be carried out by other teams and if so, how it could be improved.  

 

 We believe this project would be beneficial to any team hoping to improve student learning, and 

engagement in mathematics regardless of the content area.  

 After exploring this model, we wish to continue and look at other content areas. Possibly keeping 

the scope smaller will make it more manageable and focused. 

 Using pre and post assessments is a great example of how to show learning gains in students 

 The rich tasks and assessment tools organized from this project can be used by other teachers 

 The process of getting together and talking about the strengths and weaknesses of students with 

conceptual and procedural understanding is a worthy model for other teachers to employ 

 

We wish to thank the LCEEQ for funding this project and for their ongoing support throughout the year. 

THANK YOU! 
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